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Abstract

In continuation of aseries of German mesh selection experiments

an saltie eod, the eseape af fish fram single-braided polyamide

bottom trawl cod-ends was once more studied by means of the cover

ed eod-end teehnique in September 1978. In the course of this ex

periment which was carried out on board the FRV -Solea- in sub

division 25, three different cover types were used, viz. the

-normal- topside cover of ICES specification, a complete cover,

and a combination of upper and lower cover. The results obtained

show that the selective action of the cod-end is influenced by

the construction of the cover. However, the data collected do not

. indicate any clear relationship between the selectivity on the

one hand and catch size, tawing speed, and duration of tow on the

other. The selection factors found in 1978 are eompared with those
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reported from previous experiments in the eentraL SaLtie. The

teehnieaL ISSFC reguLations aetuaLLy in foree in the SaLtie eod

fishery as weLL as those reeommended for the future by the ICES

Advisory Committee on Fishery Management (ACFM) are diseussed

with regard to their effieieney and expedienee.

Introduetion

The teehnieaL reguLations established for the Saltie eod fishery

are stilL a matter for diseussion. This is elosely eonneeted with

the faet that the seleetion experiments eondueted in the seventies ..

led to extremely ineonsistent results. Since it is diffieultor

even impossible to assess whieh of the results is most realistie,

the question remains open what minimum mesh size is needed to pro

duee a eertain biologieally desirable length at. first eapture. In

order to improve the seientifie basis for an effeetive mesh regu

lation, the Institut für Fangteehnik eontinued its series of trawl

mesh seleetion trials within the eentral Saltie during the second

half of September 1978.

Material and methods

In the eourse of the experiment 45 hauls of 1-2 hours duration

were made with a eod bottom trawl of 526 meshes of 160 mm mesh

length around the net mouth. The groundrope was mounted with rub

ber disks. The gear whieh did not differ from that used in 1974

(SOHL and VALENCIA, 1976) was again towed by FRV "Solea-, a

diesel-meehanically driven stern trawler (without ramp) of 35.4 m

length o.a. and 337 gross tons, eapable of developing 879 h.p.e.

at 900 r.p.m.

..

Three single-braided polyamide eod - ends with mean mesh openings

of·approximately 98 mm, 102 mm, and 108 mm were used. Detailed in

formation about these eod-ends and their netting yarns is given at

the top of Table 1. Thenetting'yarns were identieal with those

used in the German experiments 1972 (SOHL and v.SEYDLITZ, 1972)
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and 1974 (BOHL and VALENCIA, 1976).

The selectivity of the cod-end meshes was investigated by means

of ~he covered cod-end technique. In contrast to the previous

triaLs, this time not only the -normal- topside covers of ICES

specification (ICES, 1964 and 1965) but aLso two other cover

constructions were applied, vize a) a combination of top and

bot tom cover, and b) a complete cover enveloping the whole cod

end.

In the case of construction a), two covers were attached to the

cod-end in such a way that one of them surrounded the upper cod

end panel whilst the other wrapped the lower cod-end panel. Both

top cover and bottom cover were in accordance with the ICES spe

cification, i.e. each cover extended about 1.5 m beyond the end

of the cod-end, and each cover was oneand a half as wide as the

cod-end when stretched crosswise. The two covers differed from

each other in one respect only (comp. Table 1): To counteract wear

and tear on the sea bottom, the lower cover was made of somewhat

stronger netting yarn (23tex x11x3) than the upper cover

(23tex x8x3).

In order to contrive the cover construction b), the construction

a) had to be changed by detaching the lateral connections between

cod-end and covers and by subsequent joining the free cover edges.

These changes led to a complete cover which enveloped the whole

cod-end, although the hindmost part of the cover still consisted

of twc bags with separate codlines.

Mesh measurements were made immediately after each haul by means

of an ICES gauge exerting apressure of 4 kg. The number of mea

surements varied in dependence on the type of cover used. When

using the top cover, one marked row of consecutive meshes run

ning the full length ofthe cod-end was measured in the middle of

the upper panel. However, when using the complete cover or the-----
combination of upper and lower cover, an additional row of meshes

- 4 -
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was measured in the middle of the l~~~~ cod-end panel.

The length composition of the cod-end and cover catches was

ascertained separately by measuring the total length of cod to

the centimeter below. During the experiment a total of 69871 cod

passed the measuring boards.

To study the girth/length relationship, the unconstricted maximum

body girth of 375 cod was measured by means of a length of netting

yarn to the nearest millimeter.

Results

The experiment was carried out within sub-division 25 on two neigh

bouring fishing grounds: Eighteen hauls were made between Bornholm

and Christiansö <central position 55 0 15·N, 15 0 06·Ei ICES statisti

cal rectangle 39/G5), and further 27 hauls were conducted between

Utklippan and Mittelbank <central position 55 0 48·N, 16 0 14·Ei ICES

statistical rectangle 40/G6).

Fig.1 shows the relative length composition of the total cod cat

ches for each cod-end/cover combination and working area separate

ly. lt becomes obvious that the cod caught between Bornholm and

Christiansö were considerably smaller than those caught between

Utklippan and Mittelbank. In the former area the length frequency

distributions revealed pronounced maxima at 20.5 cm and less dis

tinct secondary maxima at 24.5,and 25.5 cm respectively, while in

the latter the fish lengths 26.5 and 27.5 cm were clearly most

abundant.

The working areas differed also with regard to the size and compo

sition of the catches: Off Bornholm the total catches <cod-end

plus cover) ranged from 1 3/4to 7 1/2 baskets <i.e. about 105

450 kg) per 1-2 hours fishing. They consisted almost entirely of

co~: Qff Utklippan, however, the catches varied between 4 1/2 and

18 1/2 baskets <i.e. about 270-1110 kg) per 1-2 hours fishing.
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They were mixed up with herring, but rod wasnearly always the

clearly prevailing species (Tables 4 -8).

The selction data obtained from the grouped hauls of each cod-end/

cover combination are com~iled in Table 2 for Bornholm/Christiansö

and in Table 3 for Utklippan/Mittelbank • The corresponding selec

tion curves, being smoothed by using three-point moving averages

and fitted by eye, are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

•
The use of the -normal- topside cover led to the following selec

tion factors:

2.84, Cod-end S-5,

2.91, Cod-end S-3,

2.93, Cod-end S-3,

107.9 mm, Bornholm/Christiansö,

97.9 mm, Bornholm/Christiansö,

97.9 mm,Utklippan/Mittelbank.

The last two factors indicate that the different conditions on the

fishing grounds had little or no influence on the selective action

of the trawl.

It is worth mentioning that the above three selction factors tally

with those found during the -Solea- experiment 1974 (BOHL and

VALENCIA, 1976) and that they are rather similar to those published

by STRZYZEWSKI ~!_~~~ (1973), but that they are not at all in line

.. with the selection factors reported by BAGGE (1978) as well as

OLOFSSON and OTTERLIND (1978) (comp. Table 11). From the fact that

the last-mentioned Scandinavian workers have used complete covers,

it was concluded that the inconsistency of the results obtained in

the seventies might be attributed in whole or in part to the diffe

rent cover constructions applied. The following proves this assump

tion to be correct.

The combination of' upper and lower cover rigged to cod-end S-4

(102 mm) was used on both fishing grounds, but only on one of them

(Utklippan/Mittelbank) the collection of data resulted in a reliable

selection factor. Off Bornholm, the cod caught were too small (see
dotted line at the top of Fig.1) or the cod-end meshes used too
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large, to enable the upper branch of the selection curve to be

drawn with sufficient accuracy. Off Utklippan, the top/bottom

cover design yielded a selection factor of 3.10. This ~alue ex~

ceeds the factors derived from the topside cover experiments by

6-9 per ~ent.

on·the same fishing ground and with the -same cod-end,an even

better selectivity could be achieved by using the complete cover.

In this case the selection factor was found to be 3.23 which cor

responds to a 10-14 per cent increase compared with the factors

2.84-2.93 mentioned above. Hence,there is every appearance that tt
the small-meshed netting attaehed to the inner underside of the

eod-ends S-3 and S-5 has tmped~d the selective process by re-

dueing the available area of escape. Moreover, it is obvious that

the selectivity was also hampered to some degree by the lateral

junctions between the cod-end S-4 and each of the two (i.e. top

and bottom) covers rigged to it.

The use of the upper/lower cover combination enabled some obser

vations to be made on the behaviour pattern of the cod accumulated

in the cod-end: As shown in Table 10, the number of cod escaping

through the upper and lower panel of the cod-end S-4 was about the

same. This is rather surprising, although -estimates of the propor-

tion of all escapes that oceur through the underside have been ..

variable, e.g. TRESCHEV (unpubl.) 3 % for cod in Arctie trawls,

CIEGLEWICZ and STRZYZEWSKI (1958) 17-72 (?) % for cod in Saltie

trawls, GILIS (unpubl.) 33-52 % for soles and 5-13 % for whiting

in Southern North Sea trawls- (cited from leES, 1964). CLARK (1963)

eoneluded from his trials in the Northwest Atlantic the following:

-Although haddoek do not appear, from indirect reasoning, to utilize

the lower side of the cod-end for escapement, more direct evidence

available indicates that about one-fifth of the silver hake escape
ment takes place there-. So the behaviour patterns seem to differ

considerably from species to species and from area to area.

- 7 -
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As to the length compositions of the cover catches, Table 10

.shows that on both fishing grounds the mean length of the cod in

the lower cover was somewhat greater than that of the cod caught

in the upper cover. These srnall, but statistically significant

differences' which are also reflected in different catch weights,

cannot be attributed to diverging mesh openings in the upper and

lower cod-end panel; the meshes were practically of the same size.

'Fig.4 demonstrates that within the 0-100 % selection range of the

cod-end' $-4 the larger-sized fishes did preferably escape through

the underside, whilst the smaller-sized ones did so through the

topside. This phenomenon is also clearly illustrated in Fig.5, where

the selection ogives calculated for each of the two covers are shown
separately. It can be seen that these ogives intersect at a length

of 26.5 cm; cod larger than 26.5 cm in length were caught more fre

quently. in the lower cover, and cod smaller than 26.5 cm in length

were caught more frequently in the upper cover. The selection fac

tors derived from the curves in Fig.5 were.2.85 (top cover only)

:and 2.90·(bottom cover only). These factors are similar to those

obtained from the experiments with topside covers and underside

blinders (2.84-2~93).

To answer the question whetber and to what extent the selectivity

was influenced by.factors othir than mesh size (e.g. catch size,

towing speed, duration of tow), the experimental data had to be

analysed on a haul-by-haul basis. The results of this analysis are

compiled in Tables4-8. Since cod were sUfficiently numerous in most

of the catches, reliable selection factors could be obtained from

34 hauls. Five hauls allowed to be used for a rough estimate of the

selection factors (queried in Tab~s 4-8), and two hauls (nos. 10

and 21) did not yield any selection data. The group of hauls (nos.

30-33) carried out with the upper/lower cover combination between

Bornholm and Christiansö had to be completely omitted from the

analysis due to reasons ~entioned at the bot tom of page 5.

Untortunately, no new knowledge could be derived trom the haul-by-
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haul analysis: 'The individual selection factors have been plotted

against many parameterswhich are thought to be relevant to the se

lective action of the cod-end, but none of these plots revealed a

clear relationship. At the best, there is sporadically some vague

indication that the selection factors tend to increase with increas

ing towing time (Table 6) and to decrease with increasing towing

speed. As to the catch sizes, conflicting results were obtained. In

one group of hauls (Table 8), the selectivity was found to be nega

tively correlated with the size of the cod-end catch, while in an

other group (Table 5) this correlation was found to be positive.

In Table 9, the unweighted means calculated from individual selec

tion fectors are compared with the selection factors calculated

from combined hauls. For each cod~end/cover combination and working

area separately, it can be seen that the factors evaluated by em

ploying two different methods do not vary to any appreciable extent.

•

The results of the girth .measurements carried out on both fishing

grounds are shown in Fig. 6. The relationship between average maxi

mum body girth (G) and total lengthof fisn(L) is described by the re

gression equations G = 0,491 L + 0,016 cm for Bornholm/Christiansö,

and G = 0,514 L - 0,365 cm for Utklippan/Mittelbank. Since the

measurements conducted in September 1974 within the same area, have

led to a very similar equation, viz. G = 0,512 L - 0,766 cm (BOHL •

and VALENCIA, 1976), there is every indication that the girth/length

relationship was almost identical in both experiments.

Discussion

For reasons which have not to be discussed here, three years ago

the Liaison Committee recommended

-to increase the average length at first capture for cod from 30 cm
to 35 cm by The introduction of a minimum mesh size of 110 mm
(stretched diagonally between knotsY-ln-the-coa-flsherles-through
out the entire IBSFC Area accompanied by a minimum landing size
f2~_E2~_2f_~~_E~: (leES, 1~7g)7--------------------------------
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There were, no objections whatever to this recommendation, because

it was in full accord with the da ta available by that time. - One

year later when the paper by BAGGE (1978), and by OLOFSSON and

OTTERLIND (1978) had been published, the relevant paragraphs of

the ACFM report read as follows:

MMesh selection experiments cited in the 1977 report showed that
a 50 % retention length of 35 cm corresponded to a mesh size of
110 mm. Minimum landing and mesh sizes were recommended accord
ingly. - Recent Swedish and Danish data presented at the meeting
were quite different. The mesh size corresponding to a lc of
35 cm in these experiments is about 95 mm. The ACFM still feel
that a minimum landing size for cod of 35 cm would be advisable
but not beeing able to evaluate which of the selection experi
ments best represents the conditions of the commercial fishery,
it is recommended that as a first step a minimum landing size
ror-coa-or-~3-cm-äna-ä-mlnlmüm-mesfi-slze-or-ruU-mm-shoüra-5e-in-
!~~~~~~~:--(TCES;-1~7~)7----------------------------------------

Again one year later, the ACFM advocated a slightly different

opinion. ,This is illustrated by the following quotation from the

latest ACFM report:

MThe results of more re cent Swedish and Danish mesh selection ex
periments showed that the mesh opening corresponding to a 50%
retention length of 35 cm is about 95 mm .•.. The 50 % retention
length for an 100 mm mesh size is about 38cm;- (note the con
flict between the last two sentences!), -but fixing the minimum
l~ridi~g size at that level would result in considerable discard
ing. ACFM accordingly recommends that a 100 mm mesh size and a
35 cm-~ln,müm-räna,ng-s,ze-5e-,ntroaücea-,n-ärr-coa-r,sherles-of

!~~_~~I!I~:-(TCES;-19SU)7---------------------------------------

These quota~ions give the impression that ACFM attaches more cre

dit to the results of the Scandinavian experiments than to those

of thePolish and German trials. This arbitrary weighting of the

results could easilY,be attended with grave consequences to the

Baltic cod fisheries: Put the case that a) the most recent AC FM

proposal (viz. 100 mm mesh and 35 cm l'anding size) comes into'force

and that b) the selection factors are in practice not nearly as

high as suggested by the Swedish workers, then a tidy discarding

would be inevitable. To reduce this destruction of undersized fish,

it would either be necessary to decrease the minimum landing size

or, if this is not desirable, to increase the minimum mesh opening.

- 10 -
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Themagnitude of these changes merely depends on a profound

knowledge of the trawl selectivety which does not exist.

The selection factors recently obtained within the central Saltie

(including those given in this paper) cover a wide range, viz.

from 2.82 to 3.84. Since the crucial question which of these fac

tors is most realistic, cannot be answered, the only alternative

is to give the same weight to each of them. - ACFM obviously con

siders the 35 cm minimum landing size to be prerequisite for a

rational exploitation of the cod stocks. Hence, the 50 % retention

length (= lc) of the corresponding minimum mesh opening should be ..
* . . .about 38 cm • Th1S requ1rement lS met by an 135 mm mesh (when

using a selection factor of 2.82) as well as by a 99 mm mesh (when

using a selection factor of 3.84).

The experiments dealt with in this paper have shown that some of

the difference between the Scandinavian and Polish/German results

is due to the design of the covers used. The remaining difference,

however, is not easily explained. Neither the catch size nor the

towing speed nor the duration of tow was found to influence the

cod-end selectivity to a measurable extent. - Thereis no point in

enumerating all the factors which might have been responsible for

the different results, but some of them should be mentioned: •!~~_~~~~~~~ The "Solea" experiments 1974 and 1978 were carried out
in September, while all the other trials compiled in Table 11 took

place between January and April. So it is possible that seasonal

differences in the behaviour pattern, maturity, girth/length rela

tionship etc. have led to diverging selection results.

The presence of jelly-fish in the catch: Jelly-fish which annual~·----------------------------------------
ly occur in crowds in the Saltic from June to October, may have
impeded the selectivity of the "Solea" trawl to some degree, al~

* In order to avoid unnecessary discarding, three centimeters

have been added to the minimum landing size.
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though the grounds fished were not heavily infested at the time

of the investigations.

The length composition of the cod catch: The cod caught during the----------------------------------------
MSoleaM trials were markedly smaller than those caught during the

other trials. It is possible that the relative physical weakness

of young cod which is accompanied by a lack of swimming power, has

reduced the escapement from the MSoleaM trawl.

!~!_~!!!!~!! Among the research vessels listetl in labte 11, the
MSoleaM is the only stern trawler. '- When hauling the net, astern

4t trawler is always steaming slowly ahead, in order to avoid gear

damage caused by the propeller. Consequently, the trawl is perma

nently under tow. - A side trawler, however, is stopping at the

end of hauling; in this phase the netting of the trawls sl~ckens,

and this may have a positive effect on the selectivity.

I •
~

•

'Finally, some comments on the reliability of the selection fac

tors obtained from the experiments carried out in the seventies

in the central Baltic: The results derived from trials conducted

with complete covers involve the danger of overestimating the

cod-end selectivity. This is so, because the fishermen are com

monly using worn netting to protect the underside of the bottom

trawl cod-ends against abrasion. This chafing gear which obstructs

the meshes to same extent, is thaught ta handicap the selectivity

to a similar degree as underside blinders do, when topside covers

are applied.

There are still many gaps in the knawledge of trawl selectivity.

These should be filled as soon as possible by further experiments

in order to enable IBSFC to take exactly those regulatory measures

which are essential to an'optimum utilization of the Baltic cod

stocks.

- 12 -
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Table 1: Information about cod-ends; covers, and nettinl yarns used

Cod-end desi~nation

Net material and type of fib~e

Construction of nettin~ yarn .
of cod-end

Method of manufacture of cod-end
Treatment of netting yarn

'. . of netting
Age of cod-end (fishing hours): S-3

S-4
S-5

0.9
2.'5 .
5.3
9.9

13.8
17.3
60

S
88

'196
54.1
49.0
21.6

·211
265
240

S-3, S-4, S-5
PA multifilament
Twisted
Sin~le braided
Hand-made
Thermo-fixed
Untreated

19.5
o

44
Nt 3/600
4895
'204

2.65

load, wet)

Elon~ation,

3 kp'
6 kp

12 kp
30 kp
60 kp

106 kp (1/2 knot breaking
Flexibility*, wet (g)

Trade number
Rtex (:;/1000 m)
Runna~e (m/k~)
Diameter (mm)
Direct(on of twist·
Amount of twist in turns per meter (t/m)
Twist factor =0( tex = tIm VRtexj1000 .
Breaking length, dry (km) .

. wet (km) .
Weav~r's knot breaking len~th, wet, 1/2 (km)
Weaver's knot breaking load, wet IkP!
Breaking load without knot, dry. kp

wet kp
wet (%) at load~ of .

•

•

PA multifilament
Twisted
Single braided
Machine-made

Cover material and typeof fibre
Construction of netting yarn .

of cover
Method of manufacture of cover
Linear density of nettin~ yarn

of top cover" and upper half of full cover 23 tex x 8 x 3
of bottom cover and lower half of full cover 23 tex xii x 3

'Nominal mesh len~th (mm) 40 .

* The flexibiiity (resistance against deformation) has been

determined by means of.the "Lötzener Methode" described by

v. Brandt and Carrother$ (1964).
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Table 2: Cod selection data for grouped hauls from the area

between Bornholm and Christiansö

-2 1/2 3/4-1 1/4
3/4-3 1/4 1 1/2~2 3/4

+
1/2

1 1/2-2 1/2r1
2 1/2-5

Cod-end designation
Type of cover (comp. text)
Number of hauls
Duration of tow

- average (m~nutes)·
- range (mlnutes)

Av.towing speed (knots)*
Depth range (m)
Av.quantity of cod/haul

- cod-end·(baskets**)·
- cover (baskets**)

Av.quantity. of by-catch***/haul
- cod-end (baskets).
- cOVer (baskets) .

Range of total catches/haul
- cod-end (baskets)
- cover (baskets)

Total number of cod caught
- cod-end
- cover

25-75% selection range (mm)
No. of cod in selection range

- cod-end
- cover

Cod-end mesh opening
- mean ± standard error(mm)
- range (mm)
- no. of measurements

50% retention length (mm)
Selection factor

S-5
Top

5

102
60-120
3.8

72-77

2
3

1884
8459

80

784
1099

107.9±0.16
103-11 11.

225(=5x45)
306

2.84 .

S-3
Top

9

117
90-120

3.8·
72-76

2
2

+
1/4

3571
10221

56

1579
2105

97.9±0.16
89-107

450(=9x50)
285

2.91

S-JI.
Top & bottom

4

105
90-120
3.8

74

3/11.
1 3/4

+
+

892
11.220

?

?
?

102.3±0.15
95-111

376 (=1I.x94)
?

.?

•

•

* The towin~ speed was derivedfrom the distance between thc

Decca positions of shooting an~ hauling.

**.The net weight of one basket filled with cod was about 60 kg.

*** Mainly herring; small quantities of whiting, plaice, flounder,

and Enchelyopus (Onos) cimbrius; sparadically sprat, eel, and

turbot.
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Table 3: Cod selection data for grouped hauls from the area

between utklippan and Mittelbank

Cod-end designation S-3 S-4 'S-4
Type of cover (comp. text) Top Top & bottom Complete
Number of hauls l1i 5 8
Duration of tow

" - average ~m~nutes~ 90 60 60
- range mlnutes 60-120 - -

Av.towin~ speed (knots)* 3.7 3.7 3.7
Depth ran~e "(m) ~~ 60-68 61':'62 61
Av.quantity oi cod/haul

- cod-end ~baskets**~ 6 4 3/4 3 1/3
- cover baskets** 1 3/4 4 1/2 2 3/4

Av.quantity of by-catch***/haul
1/4

>

- cod-end ~baskets~ + +
- cover baskets "2 1/4 1 1/4 1

Ran~e of total catches/haul
- cod-end ~baskets~ 3 1/2-111/4 2 1/2-6 1/2 2 -5" 3/4
- cover baskets 1 - 71/4 3 3/4-7 1/4 2 1/4-6 1/4

Total number of cod caught
- cod-end 11115 4051 3353
- cover 8350 7129 6626

25-75% selection range (mm) 111 73 76
No. of cod in selection range

- cod-end 5761 2198 1648
- cover 6568 2911 2019

Cod-end mesh openin~

(mm) 101.1:!:0.10~ mean ± standard error 97.9tO.13 101.7tO.12
- range (mm) 91-107 94-110 94-109
- no. of measurements 700 (=14x50) "470(=5x94) 752(=8x91i)

50% retention length (mm) "287" 315 327
Selection factor 2.93 3.10 3.23

* Comp. footnote to Table 2

** Comp. footnote to Table 2 ..

*** Almost entirely herring; very few specimens of plaice,

flounder and sprat.



Table 4: Cod selection data for individual hauls; cod-end S-5 with topside cover;

BornholmjChristiansö

---------

Haul Duration Mesh 50%- SeI. SeI. No. of cod in Total no. Quantity (baskets)
No. of, tow size len!th factor ran!e selection range of cod caught of cod 10f by-catch

(min. ) (mm) (mm (mm cod-end cover cod-end cover cod-end cover,cod-end cover

2 60 107.7 300 2.79 77 132 171 267 1197 1 1/2 2 1/41 + 1/4
3 90 108.2 325 3.00 58 59 73 238 i503 1 1/2 , 2 3/4 + 1/4
4 120 107.8 294 2.73 75 225 334 490 1649 2 1/3 3

1/4 1 + 1/4
5 120 108.0 291 2.69 53 164 214 408 1832 2 1/4 3 + 1/4
6 120 107.9 336'1 3.11'1 '1 '1 '1 481 2278 2' 1/2 4 I + 1

Table 5: Cod selection data for individual haulsj cod-end S-3 with topside cover;

BornholmjChri stlansö ,

Hau I Duration Mesh 50%- SeI. SeI. No. of cod in Total no. Quantity (baskets)
No. 'of tow size len!th factor ranJe selection range of cod caug;ht of cod lof by-catch.

(min. ) (mm) (mm (mm cod-end cover cod-end cover cod-end c~verlcod-end cover

7 120 97.8 . 288 2.94 60 201 234 '497 1152 2 1/2 2
I

1/3I +
8 120 98.0 298 3. Oll 52 142 190 '414 1736 2 1/2 3 I + 1/4
9 120 97.ß 302 3.09 37 104 135 372 1663 2 1/2 3 1/41 + +

10 120 97.7 ? ? 'I ? ? 345 357 1 3/4 + +
11 120 97.9 272 2.78 52 216 271 425 646 2 1/2 1 1/41 + +
12 120 98.0 285 2.91 48 174 234 414 1221 1 3/4 2 1/4 + +
13 120 97.9 266 2.72 51 208 '" 246 389 620 1 1/4 1 1/4/ + +
28 90 97.9 286 2'.92 52 107 ' 157 239 1364 1 1/4 2 1/2 + 1/4
29 120 98. 1i 276 2.80 45 '162 204 ,476 1462 1 3/4 2 1/21 + 3/4

•

I-0)

I
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Table 6: Cod selection data for individual hauls; cod-end S~3 with topside cover;

Utklippan/Mittelbank

Haul Duration Mesh 50%-' SeI. SeI. No. of cod in Total no. Quantity (baskets)
No. of tow, size len~th factor ran!e selection ran~e of cod cau~ht of cod jof by-catch

(min. ) (mm) (mm) (mm cod-end cover cod-end cover cod-end cover cod-end cover
I

;\!! \~...' tJf ,' ......"_ w .....

..
3 1/2 1/2

1
14 60 97.7 1265 2.71 68 121 111 352 220 + 21/4
15 60 97.6 229 2.35 -83 '11", ' .."...437 . 315 1200 475 7 1/4 11/41 1· 5
16 90 98.0 304 3.10 81 138 207 446 740 4 11/2 1/4 3
17.' 120 98.0 271 2.77 ,86 367 435 791 682 6 3/4 i 1/21 3/4 5 '1/4
18 120 97.6 308 3.16 53 109 130 446 347 5 + +
19 ' 120 97.9 311 3.18 60 459 621 1378 1581 11 4 1/4 1/4 3

-- 20. 90 97.6 2871 2.931 7. 7 7· 725 484 51/4 -11/21 + +
21 120 98.2 1 7 7 cl 7 832 346 5 3/4 11/4 + +
22 90 97.8 306 3.13 757 2231 2567 485 421 3 3/4 1 3/41 + +
23 60 97.8 289 2.96 89 684 763 1269 1008 7 1/2 3 1/4 +

1/3
1

24 60 98.1 287 2.93 79 214 259 589 , 392 5 1/4 1 . 2 1/4
25 90 97.8 226 2.31 7 7 'I 518 220 3 3/4 1/21 1 6 1/2
26 90 98.0 304 3.10 54 125 147 597 433 6 1/2 11/4 1/4 J'
27 90 97.8 265 2.71 1407 .10167 8517 1487 1001 9 3 1/2/ + 3/4

Table 7:Cod selection data for individual hauls; cod-end S-4 with top and bottom cover;

Utklippan/Mittelbank

I

50%- ISeI. Jsel. No. of cod in Total na. . I Quanti ty (baskets)Haul Duration: Hesh
No. of tow I size len!thlfactorjrange selectjon range of cod cau~ht of cod 'I of by-catch

(min.) (mm)- (nnil , I (mm) I ~od-e~d . covers cod-end covers! cod-end covers cod-end covers
I .

34 :60 101.7 ' 307. 3.02 94 416 li84 624 . 922 13 1/2 3 I + 2 3/4
35 60' 101.8 329 3.23 57 150 185 345 891 2 1/2 2 3/4

I
+ 1.

36 60· 101.8 . 311 3.0,6 64 476 601 968 1722 6 5 + 1 1/4
37 60 101.6 311 3.06 81 730 947 ·1182 1851 6 1/2 6 1/4

I
+ 1

60 101.6 1/2 1/4
.

38 317 ,3.12 58 398 . 508 932 1743 5 5 + +
"

I-,



Table 8: Cod selection data for individual hauls; cod-cnd S-4 with completc cover;

Utklippan/Mittelbank

Haul Durationl Hesh 50%~ SeI •. SeL No. of cod in Total no. Quantity (baskcts)
No. .. of tOlv i size Ien1th factor rane;e selection ran~e of cod caught of cod lof by-catch

(min.) I (mm) (mm . (nun) cod-·end cover cod-end cover cod-end cover co~-cnd cover
I

3 1/2
I

1/239 60 101.1 322 3.18 58 253 260 515 1146 3 2/3 + 1
40' 60 101.2 3381 3.341 1 . 1 1 230 602 . 2 1//1 () 1/1i! + +...
41 60 .. 101.2 331 3 .. 27 57 214 267 . 495 1114 4 3 3/4 + 1/2
42 60 101.1 332 3.28 57 152 176 ·355 777 2 3/4 ()

3/4 1 + 1/2...
43 .60 101.2 310 }.06 59 205 232 544 753 4 2 1/4 +. 1 1/2
4.4 60 101.2 298 2.94 60 301 349 685 989 5 3/4 2 3/4 1 + 3 1/2
45 60 100.8 3451 3.421 1 1 1 267 692 2 2 3/4 + 1/4
46 60 101 •.1 3451 3 •. 411 1 1 1 262 553 2 1/4 2 I + 2

Table q: Selection factors for "rouped haitIs compared with·mean selectionfactors.

caIcuIated from individual hauls

Bornholm/Christiansö UtkIippan/MitteIbank
.'

Cod-end desi~nation 5-5
-

5-3 S-3 S-4 S-4
.~ ...

Type of cover Top Top . Top Top & bottom . Comp'lete

Selection factor based on grouped hauls' 2.84 .... 2.91 . 2.93 3.10 3.23
Number of hauls 5. 9 14 5 8.

Umveighted mean selection factor :I: s.e.
bascd on single hauls 2.86:1:0.08 2.90±0.05 . 2.87±O.08 3.10:!:0.04· 3.24!0.O6

Range of selction factors .. 2.69-3.11 2.72-3.09· . 2.31-3.18 3.02-3.23 2.94±3.42
Number of hauls 5 8 .'

'13 5 8·

-Q)

I

• •
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dthb tiT bl 10 Ca e • ompar son e ween e co ca c es 0 e upper an ower cover•

Bornholm/ ' Utklippan/
Christiansö Mittelbank

Number of hauls 4. ')

Mean mesh opening of cod-end 5-4.
- upper panel ~mm~ , ' 102.4. 101.8
- lower nanel mm 102.3 101.7

Mean length of cod caught
+- upper cover fcm~ 21.53 ± 0.07 26.90 0.06

- lower cover cm 22.23 ± 0.08 . 27.52 ± 0.06
Total number of cod caught

- upper'cover 2169 = 51'.4 % 34.47 = 48.4 %
:- lower cover 2051 = 48.6 % 3682 = 51.6 %

Total weight of erd laught
199 li7.5 % 606.5 46.3 %- upper cover kg " = =

- lower cover k~ 220 = 52.5 % 702.5 = 53.7 %

Table 11: Synopsis of cod selection data recently collected in the central Baltic

Source Research Time Type of Mesh Selection
vessel cover openin~* (mm) factor

Bohl and v. Seydlitz "Anton Dohrn". 1V'72 Top 89.3 3.20
(1972) Top' 104.6 3.4.3
Strzyzewski et ale !'Dr.· Lubeck l." 1I-1V'72 Top 102.0 3.00
(1973) , Top 116.1 3.04.

111-IV'73 Top 114.1 3.23
Ton 98.8" 3.25

Bohl and Valencia "Solea" 1X'74 Top 91.7 2.82
(1976) Top 102.6 2.96
Bagge (1978) "Dana" 1V'75 Complete 88 3.38
Olofsson and Otterlind "Thetis" 1-11'78 Complete

"
88.5 3.b9

(1978) Complete 100.5 3~84.
:

Bohl t this paper) "Solea" 1X'78 Top 97.9 2.91
T~p .97.9 2.93

',. Top 107.9 2.84.
Top & bottom 101.7 3.10
Complete 101.1 3.23

-<0

I

* Polyamide cod-ends! single braided
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